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T
he lubricating properties of molybde-
num disulfide, a common layered
compound, have been the subject of

study of tribology for decades.1 These are
derived from the low strength of its inter-
planar van der Waals bonds compared to
the basal plane covalent bonds,2,3 allowing
layers within these planes to slide easily
when shear stress is applied, a process
known as “interlayer sliding”. Studying this
process at themacroscopic scale commonly
involves measuring friction in a tribometer
betweenMoS2-coated sliding and/or rolling
contact interfaces ofminimal surface rough-
ness, in order to make interlayer sliding the
dominant friction process over adhesion
and plowing.4 Using this setup, it has been
determined that molybdenum disulfide
nanoflakes have better lubricating proper-
ties than microflakes, due to their ability to

better penetrate and conform to the con-
tact region.5 It has also been demonstrated
that the friction coefficient between inter-
faces lubricatedwithmolybdenumdisulfide
decreases with increasing pressure.4,6,7 In
order to explain this effect, models of atomic
friction between MoS2 layers have been
developed, which suggest that pressure has
the effect of increasing the corrugationof the
sliding potential energy surface of MoS2,
which arises from the Coulombic interac-
tion between the negatively charged sulfur
atoms on opposite sides of the layers.2,8�10

Other experiments have focused on mea-
suring the shear strength of molybdenum
disulfide films in different environments.
They have found that the shear strength
varies from 0.7 to 1.1 MPa in ultrahigh
vacuum or dry nitrogen to 4.9 MPa in high
vacuum and 56 MPa in ambient air.11
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ABSTRACT The experimental study of interlayer sliding at the nanoscale in

layered solids has been limited thus far by the incapability of mechanical and

imaging probes to simultaneously access sliding interfaces and overcome through

mechanical stimulus the van der Waals and Coulombic interactions holding the layers

in place. For this purpose, straightforward methods were developed to achieve

interlayer sliding in molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) while under observation within a

transmission electron microscope. A method to manipulate, tear, and slide free-

standing atomic layers of MoS2 is demonstrated by electrostatically coupling it to an

oxidized tungsten probe attached to a micromanipulator at a bias above(7 V. A first-principles model of a MoS2 bilayer polarized by a normal electric field of

5 V/nm, emanating from the tip, demonstrates the appearance of a periodic negative sliding potential energy barrier when the layers slide into the out-of-

registry stacking configuration, hinting at electrostatic gating as a means of modifying the interlayer tribology to facilitate shear exfoliation. A method to shear

focused ion beam prepared MoS2 cross section samples using a nanoindenter force sensor is also demonstrated, allowing both the observation and force

measurement of its interlayer dynamics during shear-induced sliding. From this experiment, the zero normal load shear strength of MoS2 can be directly

obtained: 25.3( 0.6 MPa. These capabilities enable the site-specific mechanical testing of dry lubricant-based nanoelectromechanical devices and can lead to a

better understanding of the atomic mechanisms from which the interlayer tribology of layered materials originates.
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In comparison, there have been relatively few experi-
mental studies focusing on the interlayer sliding process
ofmolybdenumdisulfide at the nanoscale, whichwould
provide a direct correlation between the stacking con-
figuration of the layers and the forces arising from their
relative motion. One of the main reasons for this is the
difficulty in applyingproper shear stress to the interlayer
interface of a single microscopic flake of a layered
material using a probe, such as in friction force micro-
scopy, which can result in out-of-plane elastic deforma-
tion, as opposed to sliding, when the probe-layer inter-
actions are weaker than the interlayer interactions.12

This problem was addressed by Liu et al.,13 using a SiO2

cap on highly oriented pyrolitic graphite mesas as a
means to evenly transfer shear stress from a probe to
the interlayer interface of graphite. Thiswas also the first
experiment to demonstrate its angle-dependent sliding
anisotropy and the frictionless self-retraction of its
sheared surfaces due to incommensurate contact, a
phenomenon known as superlubricity, also predicted
to occur inMoS2.

14 The other reason lies in the technical
difficulties associated with the observation of the inter-
layer sliding process in cross section view, only possible
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which
introduces further geometrical constraints to the lateral
dimensions of the sample, requiring it to be electron
transparent in order to resolve individual layers in
motion. Great strides have been made using in situ

transmission electron microscopy to observe the inter-
layer sliding process of layered materials, the most
successful example being the recording of the telescop-
ing motion of nested carbon nanotube shells.15�17 In
such systems, interlayer sliding occurs betweenanouter
nanotube shell and an exposed nanotube core, which
can be pulled out by a micromanipulator probe, analo-
gous to a nanoscale linear bearing.15 This simplifies the
manipulation problem, as the system is constrained to
move in one dimension and thus can be easily ac-
cessed by probes or force sensors while it is imaged
with the electron beam. This method allowed to
correlate for the first time the atomic defects observed
in the nanotube lattice with the forces measured
during its telescoping motion.16 In comparison, apply-
ing shear stress in situ to a planar interface, such as a
nanoflake or a cross section sample of a layered solid,
remains a challenging nanomechanical procedure, as a
protocol to achieve interlayer sliding within such sys-
tems has yet to be established.
In this work, two techniques for the characterization

of interlayer sliding of MoS2 flakes in cross section view
are demonstrated using in situ transmission electron
microscopy. One permits the accurate mechanical na-
nomanipulation of few-layer MoS2 nanoflakes and slid-
ing ofmonolayers in a controllablemanner, by coupling
them to a probe under electrostatic bias. The second
technique allows measuring the forces involved in
shearing a focused ion beam (FIB) prepared MoS2 flake

cross section sample as its structural changes are simul-
taneously observed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure of MoS2 Flakes Used for In Situ Studies. In order
to correlate the sliding properties of MoS2 layers with
their atomic structure, the determination of thephase of
MoS2 used is paramount. There are two known phases
of MoS2: trigonal prismatic (2H) and octahedral (1T).18

The atomic structure of flakes obtained from bulk MoS2
was determined by acquiring plane-view high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission elec-
tron microscope (STEM) images (see Methods, high-
resolution STEM-HAADF imagingofMoS2), revealing the
positions of molybdenum and sulfur atoms by their
mass density contrast, arranged in a hexagonal config-
uration, as depicted in Figure 1,withMo�S andMo�Mo
separations of ∼0.19 and ∼0.33 nm, respectively, co-
inciding with the structure of 2H-MoS2.

Electrostatic Probe-Assisted Manipulation of MoS2. The
ability to manipulate monolayers of molybdenum
disulfide in situ was recently demonstrated by Tang
et al.,19 using an ultrasharp (10 nm in diameter) tung-
sten probe to cleave atomic layers from MoS2 by
making contact with their outermost edge and pulling
them back at an angle. An alternate route to manip-
ulate flakes of molybdenum disulfide with a broader
range of probe sizes (10�200 nm in diameter) was
identified by attaching them to the surface of an
etched tungsten probe with a thick (6�8 nm) native
oxide layer at its tip at a high dc electrostatic bias
(generally above (7 V), independent of polarity (see
Methods, in situ STM probing experiment). Using this
electrostatic probe mounted on a piezoelectric manip-
ulator inside the TEM, precise positioning control of
molybdenum disulfide flakes could be achieved, with
the freedom to apply mechanical force in any arbitrary
normal or tangential direction to its tip. The strength of
the coupling was adjusted by simply varying the
electric field intensity through the probe bias, being
sufficient to directly tear small nanoflake pieces of
MoS2 (generally between 10 and 50 nm in size) from

Figure 1. Plane-viewMoS2 flake edge. STEM-HAADF decon-
voluted image of MoS2 in the [001] zone axis orientation
showing molybdenum and sulfur atoms in a hexagonal
configuration, characteristic of the 2H structure, with high
signal intensity positions corresponding to molybdenum
and low signal intensity positions corresponding to sulfur.
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the edge of bulk flakes (Supporting Information
Figures S1�S3). The limit of the force which could be
applied through this means was imposed by the di-
electric strength of the oxide on the tungsten tip,
which would generally reach dielectric breakdown
above (40 V. One key feature of this effect was the
equal attraction of MoS2 nanoflakes to both the tip and
bulk MoS2 on opposite sides of the open circuit,
suggesting that the charge distribution in these nano-
flakes became polarized by the high electric field
emitted by the tip. Based on the model created by
Santos and Kaxiras,20 who predicted the dielectric
properties of MoS2 polarized by a high external electric
field applied perpendicular to the layers, the electric
field magnitude necessary to observe this effect could
be estimated within a 0.8 to 15 V/nm range for bilayer
MoS2 and lower for thicker flakes. Similar behavior was
also previously described by the authors in bilayer gra-
phene in a perpendicular electric field of 1 V/nm.21

These values were confirmed by carrying out first-
principles calculations based on density functional
theory (DFT) (see Methods, first-principles calculations
of electric field response and sliding energy barriers),
modeling the chargedistribution in the bilayer 2H-MoS2
system under the effect of a perpendicular external
electric field, obtaining significant electron accumula-
tion and depletion at opposite faces of the bilayer
system at a field magnitude of 5 V/nm (Supporting
Information Figure S4). However, during its manipula-
tion, MoS2 was in direct contact with the tip, so sub-
strate-induced polarization due to Fermi level pinning
could also play a role in this effect.22 Together, these
models provide the theoretical basis to explain the bias-
dependent strength of the tip-to-flake and flake-to-flake
mechanical coupling interactions observed.

MoS2 Monolayer In Situ Interlayer Sliding and Exfoliation
Process. Using the extended manipulation capabilities
of the oxidized tungsten probe at a þ10 V dc bias, a
20 nm, nine layerMoS2 nanoflake could be directly torn
from a free-standing exfoliated flake and aligned in
cross section view (Supporting Informationmovies 1�3).
A line profile of the cross section of the flake verified
that the top layer constituted a monolayer of MoS2,
with a thickness of 0.63 nm (Supporting Information
Figure S5). An interlayer sliding process ensued, shown
in Figure 2, following the sliding of the top layer of the
nanoflake, held between the edges of two MoS2 flakes
submitted to the electrostatic field of the tip. Shearing
forcewas applied bymoving the tip in the left direction
in discrete steps, while the top contact flake held the
upper-layer static. The lateral force was transmitted to
four of the nine layers in the stack in edge contact with
the perpendicular leftmost flake (Figure 2c). Smooth
sliding of the topmonolayer could be seen as shearing
progressed, from the initial position, to about half the
monolayer's diameter (Figure 2a�e). Beyond this
point, a side of the monolayer bent toward the edge

of the flake as it slid, indicating that there was less
contact area to keep this side taught (Figure 2f,g). Also,
at this stage, the surface underneath the sliding mono-
layer becameuneven and step-like due to the formation
of a layer stacking defect, arising both from e-beam
exposure (Supporting Information Figure S6) and stress
in the lattice. At a sliding distance 2/3 of themonolayer's
diameter (Figure 2h), the flake swelled and the bent side
of the monolayer became free. Immediately after, the
monolayer was exfoliated and became attached to the
upper flake. An interlayer contact-area-dependent ex-
foliation threshold appeared to determine the point at
which the monolayer was exfoliated. An incomplete
relaxation of the interlayer shear stresses as well as
vibration from the tip could have led to the premature
exfoliation of the monolayer once the contact area was
small enough to reach the interlayer shear strength of
thematerial. However, thepoint atwhich themonolayer
debonded was also the same point at which the upper-
layer-holding flake did not overlap the bulk of the
nanoflake. At this point, the monolayer area in contact
with the nanoflake held itself purely through un-
screened interlayer interactions. Therefore, the pre-
sence of the electric field emitted by the electrostatic
probe could have also altered these interactions, lead-
ing to a premature exfoliation.

The force required to slide the monolayer can be
described as F(|E|,x) = Fif(|E|,x) þ Fsee(|E|,x). The first term
is the interlayer friction force, Fif(|E|,x) = τf(|E|)A(x), where
τf(|E|) is the shear strength of MoS2 polarized in a high
electric field of norm |E|, and A(x) represents the de-
creasing interlayer contact area with increasing lateral
displacement x of the probe. The second term, Fsee(|E|),
represents the cohesive force originating from surface
energy and edge effects, Fsee(|E|) = �2γ(|E|)(dA(x)/dx),
where γ(|E|) is the surface energy of MoS2 in a high
electric field environment. This electric field depen-
dence was suggested by the model developed by
Santos and Kaxiras,20 which showed that a high electric
field could decrease the interlayer binding energy of
MoS2, also confirmed in ourmodel (Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S7), thusmaking itmore prone to exfoliation.
As the monolayer slid, new surface area A*(x) = 2(Ai �
A(x)) was created,whereAi is the initial interlayer contact
area, 160 nm2. The excess surface free energy achieved
after the complete exfoliation of the monolayer is U =
2γ(|E|)Ai, where γ(0), the surface energy of MoS2 at zero
external electric field, has been estimated from liquid
exfoliation experiments as 7 � 10�2 J/m2,23 creating
∼140 eV of excess surface free energy during the
exfoliation process, though values for γ(|E|) in a high
electric field environment could be lower due to the
lower binding energy argument.

In order to evaluate the impact of the electric field
created by the tip on the sliding process, its effect was
modeled using first-principles calculations (based on
density functional theory) of the interlayer sliding
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energy of bilayer 2H-MoS2 with a contact area of
2.11 nm2. The bottom layer was fixed, while the top
layer was moved horizontally in incremental steps and
relaxed, starting from the thermodynamically stable
A�B stacking sequence. Nonidentical periodic path-
ways for interlayer sliding were explored (Supporting
Information Figures S8 and S9), and the most energe-
tically favorable straight path was identified in the
[100] direction, with the lowest energy barrier without
an external electricfield applied being 0.14 eV (Figure 3).
By applying a 5 V/nm electric field normal to the basal
plane of 2H-MoS2, previously confirmed sufficient to
induce its polarization, the initial barrier on this path is
raised to 0.2 eV. Past the first barrier, the sliding energy
becomes negative (�0.25 eV), in contrast with the
positive value at this position in the absence of an
external electric field (0.14 eV), creating a bound state
requiring 0.45 eV to resume sliding. This is a direct
consequence of polarization affecting the Coulomb

Figure 2. Video frame captures of a molybdenum disulfidemonolayer sliding process. (a�i) A nine layer nanoflake is seen in
the middle, held between the edges of two MoS2 flakes. Stepwise sideways motion of the oxidized tungsten tip at a bias of
þ10 V led to shearing of the top monolayer of the nanoflake. See Supporting Information movie 3.

Figure 3. Sliding energy barriers for 2H-MoS2 layers in
the [100] direction. The green line shows the dispersion-
corrected (DFT þ van der Waals) energy barriers, and
the blue line shows the DFT energy barriers without
the correction. The red line shows the dispersion-
corrected energy barriers with an external electric field
of 5 V/nm applied perpendicular to the basal plane of the
layers.
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interaction, which is modulated by the position of the
terminal atoms of the top and bottom layer and the
charge density distribution. However, this bound state
would seem to imply that the layers are more strongly
bound at an intermediate stacking position, a counter-
intuitive result. Blumberg et al.10 showed the equiva-
lence between the geometrical stacking of MoS2 layers
and their sliding potential energy surface through an
interlayer registry index, proving that points of ideal
stacking corresponded to points of sliding potential
energy minima, while points of nonideal stacking led to
maxima, albeit without an external electric field. Based
on their model, our interpretation of the negative
sliding energy barrier when the electric field is applied
is the following: After overcoming the 0.2 eV positive
barrier, existing due to the lack of registry between the
layers, it becomes energetically favorable for the top
layer to position itself on the location of maximum sep-
aration between the layers along the path and remain
there due to the negative potential energy value. This is
consistent with the expected decrease in energy with
increasing separation distance under a high perpendi-
cular electric field.20However, with sliding impeded, this
scenario would be favorable for the vertical separation
of the top layer if the energy required for this process
were smaller than that required to resume sliding. Our
in situ TEM observations are consistent with this model.
Asdepicted in Figure 2h,i, when theupper-layer-holding
flake moves away from the bulk of the nanoflake, the
free-standing side of themonolayer finds itself locked in
its current position by a higher sliding energy barrier
than before (the 0.2 eV barrier in ourmodel), preventing
further sliding, and by forcing it to keep shearing, the
interlayer separation increases (the swelling effect) until
exfoliation happens. Thus, the sliding path required for
the exfoliation of a monolayer could be significantly
shortened using a high electric field since a sliding
distance of only half a unit cell of MoS2 would be
required to separate the layers enough for electric-
field-induced vertical exfoliation to take over. Coinci-
dentally, themechanical separation ofmonolayers from
layered powders through interlayer sliding in liquid
dispersion, also known as “shear exfoliation”, has re-
cently proven tobea scalable approach for the industrial
production of 2Dmaterials.23�25 However, currently, the
technique can only achieve an exfoliation yield of less
than 1%. The facile shear exfoliation of MoS2 under a
high electric field environment could have potential
applications in increasing the yield and efficiency of this
process by applying an electric field at strategic high
shear zones within a high shear mixer head used to
exfoliate the flakes, which would bring down the cost of
scaling this process by cutting down the energy used to
separate a given amount of layered material.

Microforce Shearing Test Experimental Setup. In order to
provide an estimate of the shear stresses occurring
during interlayer sliding, an accurate determination of

the interlayer shear strength of a single flake of MoS2 is
required. Thus, both the force and the interlayer con-
tact area at the point of shear exfoliation are needed. A
mechanical test was designed which would allow
shearing a cross section sample of a MoS2 flake within
the TEM and detect the shear force applied to it using a
nanoindenter force sensor (see Methods, in situmicro-
force mechanical testing). By carrying out the mechan-
ical test in situ, the contact pointwhichwould apply the
shear force to the flake could be precisely aligned, and
each point in the force versus distance plot could also
be correlated with the process of interlayer sliding in
cross section view. The cross section sample consisted
of a 50 nm thick flake of MoS2 held between a 3.5 μm
thick FIB deposited platinum cap and a 90 nm SiO2

layer on a Si(100) substrate attachedwith FIB deposited
platinum to a modified Cu lift-out grid, which could be
freely moved by fixing it to the same nanomanipulator
used for the in situ monolayer sliding experiment
(Figure 4a). An electron transparent lamella was also
created at the edge of this sample, by FIB milling, to
track the position of the MoS2 layers relative to their
substrate (Figure 4b). Before loading the sample in the
TEM, it was prealigned with the basal plane [120]
crystallographic direction of MoS2 approximately par-
allel to the nanoindenter diamond tip axis. This orien-
tation was obtained from the symmetry of the parent
flake (Supporting Information Figure S10) and was
selected to favormeasuring the interlayer friction forces
of the material in commensurate contact throughout
the test, avoiding structural superlubricity by incom-
mensurate contact at a misfit angle.9,14 Also, according
to our simulation (Supporting Information Figure S9),
this path would yield the highest resistance to sliding,
giving an upper bound shear stress to initiate interlayer
sliding in MoS2. A 3D schematic of the sample is pro-
vided (Supporting Information Figure S11).

In SituMechanical Shearing Test of a MoS2 Flake Cross Section
Sample. The MoS2 cross section sample was pro-
grammed tomove toward the static diamond indenter
probe for a set distance and return to its starting
position afterward, while applying force on the side
of the Pt cap to create shear stress, as depicted in
Figure 4a. At a distance of 630 nm from the initial
position, shearingwas detected, both on the live image
from the TEM CCD camera and in the force versus

distance plot (Figure 4c), inferred by the sudden disap-
pearance of the lower half of the sample (Figure 4d,e)
and a simultaneous drop in the force value, happening
faster than the minimum time recording step, 0.134 s.
The force at the point of shear, F = 498.8( 1.6 μN, was
determined through a simple linear regression of the
final portionof thegraph,with a standarderror of the es-
timate calculated as σest = ((Σ(F[d] � F0[d]2)/(N� 2)))1/2,
where F is the measured force, F0 is the estimated force,
d is the distance, and N is the number of data points
(N = 129). Further confirmation of shearing occurred
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once the sample moved back to its original position,
observing a shift in the alignment of the sheared halves
of the lamella (Figure 4f). After the sample returned to its
starting position, a fast “clapping” oscillation of its
sheared top half was observed, as it was held by the
indenter tip and the short-range forces between it and
its bottom half (Supporting Information movie 6), prov-
ing that they had been separated. Upon closer examina-
tion of the lower half of the sample, a continuous
monolayer of molybdenum disulfide was distinguished
on top of the intact SiO2 layer, with sparse discontinuous
regions, 20�40 nm in length, of 2�6 layers (Figure 5a).
No amorphous or damaged MoS2 was seen on the
surface of the SiO2 layer. Thus, the failure mechanism
was identified as a near interface cohesion-type fracture
ofMoS2with an in-plane shear failuremode, attributable
to the interlayer sliding of its basal planes. The force
value measured at the point of shearing could then
be identified as the interlayer static friction force of
MoS2. After the experiment, a precise measurement of
the sheared area was possible through SEM analysis by
acquiring imagesof the sample at anormal orientation to
the sheared surface (Figure 5b). The area obtained was A
= 19.7( 0.5 μm2, using a scale bar precision of(50 nm,
obtained from a calibration standard. The force and
the area measured corresponded only to the sample's

preparation conditions. Therefore, the only meaningful
value was the shear strength derived from both.

The shear strength in the [120] direction of the
MoS2 cross section sample from the microforce shear-
ing experiment in the vacuum environment of the
TEM column (2 � 10�5 Pa) was calculated as τf =
F/A = 25.3 ( 0.6 MPa. This result matched favorably
with the macroscopic shear strength of sputter depos-
ited MoS2 films in air at zero Hertzian contact pressure
estimated by Singer et al.,6 24.8 ( 0.5 MPa, with a 2%
relative error due to the negligible effect of the normal
contact pressure on the shear strength (Supporting
Information Figures S12 and S13) and the fact that the
flake had been previously exposed to air (thus adsorb-
ing air molecules). This value also fell within the range
of shear strengths of MoS2 reported thus far (0.7�
80 MPa).4,7,11 Factors that were beyond our control
during this experiment included the small-angle mis-
alignment of the applied shear force, the influence of
electron beam charging on the force-sensing instru-
mentation (minimized during calibration), the limita-
tions of our setup compared to a standard shear
strength testing apparatus,26 causing an asymmetric
shear stress distribution in the sample (Supporting
Information Figures S12, S14), and the contribution to
the shear strength coming from the amorphized area

Figure 4. In situmechanical shearing test. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of the nanoindenter tip position relative to the
cross section test sample on the Cu post of the modified lift-out grid. The gray square represents the location of the electron
transparent lamella. (b) TEM image of the MoS2 cross section sample seen through the lamella before the mechanical test.
(c) Force versus distance plot recorded as the samplemoved toward the static indenter tip. (d�f) Video frame captures of the
edge of the lamella as the forcewas applied, before (d), during (e), and after shearing (f). The arrows represent the direction of
motion of the lower half of the sample controlled by the nanomanipulator throughout the experiment. See Supporting
Information movies 4 and 5.
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at the perimeter of the FIB defined cross section sample,
in this case with an average amorphization depth of
10 nm (Supporting Information Figures S15 and S16)
accounting for 0.1% of the sheared area, with distinct
mechanical shearing properties from pristine MoS2. The
high concentration of defects in this area could pin the
adjacent layers, preventing their sliding and leading
instead to their tearing (covalent bondbreaking), as seen
at the edges of the sample in Figure 5b, accounting for
the discontinuous multilayer fragments observed
(Figure 5a). The force required to reach the in-plane yield
strength of these fragments can introduce artifacts in the
measurement, such as obtaining a higher interlayer
friction force value. This systematic error can be reduced
by FIB milling the perimeter of the sample at lower ion
beam currents and energies to minimize its damage.
Nonetheless, the advantages of the in situ microforce
shearing procedure, compared to previous macroscopic
methods requiring a normal load to shear the interlayer
interface, can be found in its straightforward approach to
obtain the interlayer zero load shear strength of a layered
material without further extrapolation from a series of
pressure-dependent friction force measurements, and

the fact that a crystallographic direction can be refer-
enced to it, as opposed to a rotationally averaged value.
The knowledge of this parameter can play a key role in
the reliability of vertical heterojunctions of 2D materials,
such as transition metal dichalcogenides, when sub-
jected to shear strain in flexible and stretchable
electronics.27,28 Site-specific testing ofmechanical sliding
contact surfaces in nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS) relying on van der Waals solids as a means of
dry lubrication could also be realized by this technique,
allowing the detection of interfacial atomic defects or
intercalants hindering the device's operation by observa-
tion and in situ testing of FIB prepared cross section
samples. Asmore sensitive instrumentation is developed,
this method could also enable the correlation of inter-
layer atomic stacking positions within sliding layered
solids with their respective dynamic friction force values,
aiding in the development of more complete models of
tribology in these materials.

CONCLUSIONS

Two approaches have been demonstrated to achieve
interlayer sliding in 2H-MoS2 samples under TEM exam-
ination in cross section view. The first method, suitable
for free-standing flake samples, relies on the polariza-
tion of molybdenum disulfide under the electrostatic
field of an etched and oxidized tungsten tip at a (7 V
bias or above, to create a mechanically strong, yet
tunable contact between them. This interaction has
been demonstrated to be strong enough to break both
covalent and van der Waals bonds in MoS2, being
capable of tearing it into a nanoflake morphology and
shearing it down to a single monolayer. A MoS2 mono-
layer sliding process was demonstrated in situ and
modeled using first-principles simulations under
a 5 V/nm electric field in the [100] direction, exhibiting
anegative slidingbarrier at the stacking configurationof
largest interlayer separation deemed favorable for
exfoliation. In addition, a FIB prepared MoS2 flake cross
section TEM samplewas tested under shear stress in situ
up to its mechanical failure point, and the empirical
value for its shear strength at near zero normal pressure
in the [120] directionwas determined as 25.3( 0.6MPa,
in agreement with previous values. The techniques
demonstrated in this work can be used for the industrial
optimization of shear exfoliation of MoS2 and similar 2D
materials in liquid for the site-specific study of the
mechanical reliability of heterojunctions and failure
analysis of NEMS devices based on these materials
and as a means to understand the atomic mechanisms
giving rise to their lubricating properties.

METHODS

High-Resolution STEM-HAADF Imaging of MoS2. Bulk MoS2 (Ward's
Science) was exfoliated using Scotch tape. The tapewas pressed

with clamps against a tungsten aperture TEM grid, and free-

standing flakes were deposited on it, which were then rinsed

with isopropyl alcohol to remove contamination from the tape.

Figure 5. Sheared surface of the FIB cross section MoS2
sample. (a) HRTEM cross section image of a continuous
monolayer and an isolated bilayer of MoS2 on the sheared
SiO2 surface of the electron transparent lamella. (b) Plane-
view SEM image of the sheared surface after exfoliation.
Three grain boundaries with the same crystal symmetry as
the sheared flake (Supporting Information Figure S9) can be
observed on the SiO2 substrate.
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A JEOL JEM-ARM 200F equipped with a Cs probe corrector was
used to acquire plane-view STEM-HAADF images of this sample
at 80 kV. In order to reduce the noise levels and to improve the
accuracy of the image analysis, a probe deconvolution algo-
rithm based on maximum entropy methods (DeConvHAADF-
HREM Research Inc.) was applied to the images to remove the
contribution of the tails of the focused electron probe to the
column intensity.

In Situ STM Probing Experiment. Bulk MoS2 (Ward's Science) was
exfoliated using Scotch tape. The tape was pressed with clamps
against the tip of a flattened Au wire and peeled off to make a
sample of free-standing multilayer flakes (Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S1), which were then rinsed with isopropyl alcohol.
The sample was then loaded on a Nanofactory Instruments AB
STM holder along with a tungsten probe, etched from recrys-
tallized tungtsten wire29 (see Supporting Information Methods:
STM tip etching), exposed to air for 2 weeks to leave a 6�8 nm
thick native oxide layer, to be used as an electrostatic manip-
ulator. Inside the TEM, the oxidized tip was approached at 0 V to
a piece of few-layer MoS2. Once contact was made, the bias on
the Au wire was raised until (10 V was reached without oxide
breakdown, confirming the integrity of the dielectric film. Polar-
ity did not matter. This value was chosen given the empirical
observation of oxide breakdown at >(40 V. At this high bias,
MoS2 became electrostatically attached to the tip and to other
flakes in series (see Supporting Information Methods: Electro-
static probe manipulation test). The tip was then used to tear
small pieces ofmolybdenumdisulfide from the bulk, align them
in cross section (Supporting Informaiton Figures S2 and S3)
and shear them (Supporting Information movies 1�3). A JEOL
2100F TEM at 200 kV was used to acquire images and video
recordings.

In Situ Microforce Mechanical Testing. Flakes of MoS2 (Ward's
Science) were first exfoliated from bulk pieces on 90 nm SiO2 on
Si substrates and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. Then, flakes
with crystallographic alignment between their principal crystal-
lographic directions and the Æ110æ directions of the underlying
Si(100) substratewere sought after for HRTEM imaging. Focused
ion beam cross section samples were made through FIB plati-
numbar deposition and the lift-out process30 (Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S9). A modified lift-out grid was used (see Sup-
porting Information Methods: Custom lift-out grid preparation
for side indentation), which allowed side access to the sample to
a diamond indenter probe attached to a microforce sensor
within a nanoindentation holder (Nanofactory Instruments AB).
The sample was then mounted on a piezoelectric manipulator,
manually aligned to the approximate Si [110] zone axis orienta-
tion, and loaded in the TEM. Once the sample was positioned
with the indenter in side contact with the platinum bar, a
900 nm displacement was programmed for the sample tomove
toward the indenter at a rate of 10 nm/s. Force versus distance
and force versus time plots were recorded during the experi-
ment through the Nanofactory software. Images and video
were recorded in a JEOL 2100F TEM at 200 kV. Supporting
Information movie 6 was recorded with a cellphone camera
fixed on the TEM viewing screen. SEM imageswere acquired in a
FEI Nova Nanolab 200 Dualbeam at 5 kV, 1.6 nA.

First-Principles Calculations of Electric Field Response and Sliding
Energy Barriers. First-principles calculations based on density
functional theory were carried out using VASP code,31�34 and
the exchange correlation was represented by the generalized
gradient approximation functional.35,36 The atomic positions
were optimized using the conjugate gradient scheme until the
force convergence reached 0.01 eV/Å. Bilayer MoS2 was simu-
lated with a vacuum thickness of 10 Å to avoid spurious inter-
action between the images. The cut-off energy was 500 eV, and
the Γ centered K-meshs of 6� 6� 1 and 12� 12� 1 were used
for structure relaxation and self-consistence field calculations,
respectively. The periodic sawtooth-like potential was applied
perpendicular to the layers to simulate the external electric field.
The dipole correction implemented in VASP was used. The
sliding barrier for monolayers was estimated using the nudged
elastic band method,37 where several intermediate images
were created for sliding of the top layer and each image was
allowed to relax until the maximum residual force was less than

0.01 eV/Å. The van derWaals correction was implemented using
the DFT-D2 method of Grimme.38
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